Cool drinks served with style –
Flow Bottle and Flow Classic cooling carafes
Drinks served with style
Whether it’s at the family dining table, the office or a banquet, drinks are
always more enjoyable when they’re served in an elegant carafe. But the
beautifully-formed Flow Bottle and Flow Classic hand-blown glass carafes
from Emsa don’t just look good: thanks to the integrated cooling element in
stainless steel réchaud, they also keep water, juice, ice tea, health drinks and
wine reliably cold without watering them down. Simply keep the cooling
element in the freezer and use it in the base of the carafe as required. The
practical glass carafe also fits into all standard refrigerator doors. What’s
more, the comfort serving spout is guaranteed to provide drip-free pouring,
while the automatic closure is designed to provide optimum protection for the
contents. All of this means you can now enjoy your refreshments served at
the perfect temperature and in elegant style at any time.
Flow Bottle and Flow Classic product characteristics:










High-quality combination of hand-blown glass and brushed stainless
steel
Integrated cooling element for optimum cooling performance
Glass carafe fits into all standard refrigerator doors
Includes comfort serving spout for non-drip pouring
Automatic closure opens and closes automatically when pouring
Also provides optimum protection from insects
Size: 1.0 L (33.82 fl. oz.)
Material: glass/stainless steel
Available from all household goods stores from September
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